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between 1960 and 1968 these rates of growth
widened to 4 0 and 2 3 per cent per annum
respectively World inequalities increased des
pile i larger flow of economic assistance from the
richer to the poorer nations The total net flow
of economic assistance from Western industrial
countries to the developing world was over £o 600
million hi 1969 Roughlv £2 600 million of this
was net private investment and £3 000 million
official Government aid But whereas total aid
increased rapidly m the 1950=! the increase was
not continued in the 1960s total aid in 1966 was
no higher than the estimate for 1961 Almost
hilf of the official Government aid in 1969 was
contributed by the United States the other
principal donors were Prance \\est Germany
Japan and Britain in that order
Aid to underdeveloped countries takes many
forms it serves many purposes and it is given for
many reasons Underdeveloped countries need
aid to provide finance for development, pro ects
to provide foreign exchange with which imports
for development purposes can be bough* and to
provide the trained manpower and technical
knowledge which they lack The motives of the
donor are not always humanitarian Aid can
take a military form it can he used to prop up an
incompetent or umust government or to buy
suppoit m the cold war Nor is aid always
beneficial to the recipient counto It may be
wasted on ill conceived or prestige projects or
cause the Government simply to relax its own
eftorts Sometimes schools or hospitals are builu
with aid but there is a lack of local revenues with
which to staff and run these institutions Concern
over donors motives and instances of waste has
led some people to react against aid giving How
ever the correct remedy is not to cut off aid but
rather to prevent its misuse
One form of aid is private investment by firms
and individuals from developed countries These
investments—setting up branch factories for
example—are concentrated in those projects which
appear profitable to the investor However it is
a characteristic of underdevelopment that there
are few openings for profitable investment Most
of the U K private investment overseas for
example has been concentrated in relatively
highly developed countries of the sterling area
Private investment cannot be relied upon to
provide an adequate flow of aid
Donor governments may finance specific pro
ects or they may contribute to the general pool
of funds available for expenditure by the govern
ments of underdeveloped countries But financial
aid is not always enough. Most underdeveloped
countries need help and advice In planning then-
development to ensure that development possi
bihties are exploited and that scarce resources are
used to best advantage Hence the many
schemes for providing experts by individual
countries and by the technical agencies of the
United Nations such as the Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAQ) the World Health Organ!
sation (WHO) the International labour
Organization (ILO) the United Nations Educa
tional Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) the Technical Assistance Board
(UNTAB) and so on Hence also the schemes for
educating and training people from the developing
countries in universities and colleges in the
developed countries
 The Internationa! Bank
The International Bank for Beconstruetion and
Development '(IBRD) known as the International
Sank or as the World Sank is an agency of the
United Nations established in 1845 It has the
primary function of making funds available to
assist underdeveloped countries Member nations
agree to subscribe quotas—fixed in much the same
wav as the quotas for the IMF—to the Bank In
fact only a small proportion of the Quotas has
been called up by the Bank the major part of the
Fund s resources are borrowed—on the secunt^
of the remainder of the quotas—in financial
centres particularly m New ^ ork but also in
London and elsewhere
Usually loans are made to finance specific pro
jecta of investment m underdeveloped countries
and the Bank will normally make a loan only if it
is satisfied that the investment will vield a revenue
sufficient to enable the payment of interest on thp
lo n and the repayment of the sum lent In
1970 the Bank made loans to the value of about
£700 million Thus, a sizeable amount of lending
is channelled through tht Bank but t is deal that
some projects of great value to underdeveloped
countries cannot be financed m this way because
they would not yield returns quickly or large
enough to meet the Bank s stringent requirements
for interest and repayment Accordingly a new
insti ution the International Development Atso
ciatwn was set up in 1960 with the power to make
loans at low rates of interest and with more
generous repayment conditions The ID 4. con
tribute? (but only on a limited scale) towards the
development of education and agriculture
trnctad
In 1964 the United Nations Conference on Trad"
and Development (UNGTAD1 was held For the
first time the poorer nations of the world—77 were
represented—came together to act as a pressure
group on trading matters The Conference made
the following recommendations Developing
countries should be given freer access to world
markets for their manufactures and semi manu
factures by the elimination of quotas and tariffs
International commoditj agreements should be
made for each major primary commodity m world
trade to stabibse commodity prices Compen
sation schemes—wherebv countries are eompen
sated for the declining prices of their primary
products—were recommended for consideration
The conference also resolved that the developed
countries should aim to provide at least 1 per cent
of then- national income a<? aid for the under
developed countries
Nothing concrete resulted from the 1964
Session no significant trade measures In favour
of the developing countries were taken and the
international transfer of financial resources dimmi
shed in relation to the income of the developed
countries A second Session of the Conference
was held in 1968 Again no action resulted from
the Session but the developed countries did
accept more firmly the principle of dlscnmmatlon
in favour of developing countries in trade and
shipping and the 1 per cent target for aid
British Aid.
The table shows how British Government aid
to underdeveloped countries has increased in
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